First, I want to thank all of you who pitched and shared comments with us. It was fun. I am reviewing everything that was posted and it has been more than interesting. The one comment I heard most of all was that:

“The 1960s or Sixties Never Ended”

I totally agree and in that spirit I suggest that some of us here in the Midwest might like to get together in Ann Arbor at some point and have a much more extensive discussion and exchange with one another. We could have a brief opening introduction during which we identified subjects of interest and have someone present volunteer to chair that group.

Then we could break up into those groups and really get into it. I don’t think this has to be very formal and we could all go out and have dinner together and carry on. It is possible that we could even find some place to gather in the evening (like The Ark or some place), have some musical event, and celebrate one another.

This is a trial balloon. Anyone besides me interested?

If you might like to come, signify by leaving a comment please.

GRAPHIC: Poster designed by the pioneer of rock posters Wes Wilson (of San Francisco fame) for my rock concert poster archive site “ClassicPosters.com” which I founded many years ago and is still going (with different management) today.